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As a mathematical model for time and space correlations in ocean surface wave
fields, Mauldin, Monticino, and von Weizsa cker (1996, Adv. in Math. 117, 239252),
introduced directionally reinforced random walks and analyzed their recurrence
properties. This paper develops limiting properties for these random walks in Rd. In
particular, it is shown that the limit distribution is a Brownian motion if the time
between changes of directions has a finite second moment, and is a stable process
if the time between changes of directions is in a domain of attraction of a stable law.
The latter gives an affirmative answer to an open question posed by Mauldin et al..
The strong law of large numbers and strong approximations are also discussed.
 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
The idea of reinforced random walks goes back to Coppersmith and
Diaconis (1987). The recurrence properties were investigated by Pemantle
(1988) for the walks on an infinite tree and by Davis (1990) for walks
driven by simple dynamics which depend on the entire process history. As
elementary mathematical models for ocean waves, Mauldin, Monticino,
and von Weizsa cker (1996) recently introduced directionally reinforced
random-walks in Rd which simulate some of the time and space correla-
tions observed in ocean surface fields. The walk starts at the origin and
chooses an initial direction at random. It moves in this direction with a
constant speed and then changes direction at a random time. Once a new
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direction is chosen, the earlier directions are forgotten. Some basic proper-
ties such as recurrence properties of these walks were discussed in [13].
The main purpose of this paper is to develop the limit distributions, the
strong law of large numbers, and strong approximations for the direc-
tionally reinforced random walks.
Now we give a formal definition of reinforced random walks. Let d1,
K2, and u1 , u2 , ..., uK be K vectors of length one in Rd which are the
possible directions of the walk. Let M(0)=0<M(1)<M(2)< } } } denote
the times at which the changes of directions occur. The walk is ‘‘reinforced’’
during [M(i&1), M(i)) to keep its direction. The direction of the walk
during the time period [M(i&1), M(i)) is ’i . For the first choice all direc-
tions are equally likely to be chosen, i.e.
P[’1=u1]=
1
K
, 1iK. (1.1)
At the time the direction changes, the new direction of the motion is chosen
with equal likelihood from the K&1 other possibilities, so for any
1<i< and 1lK we have
P[’ i=uj | ’ i&1=ul]=
1
K&1
, 1 jK and j{l. (1.2)
If the position of the motion at time t is [X(t), 0t<], then X(0)=0
and
X(t)= :
1 ji&1
Tj’j+(t&M(i&1)) ’i , if M(i&1)t<M(i), (1.3)
where Ti=M(i)&M(i&1) for i=1, 2, ... .
Let
N(t)=inf[k0 : M(k)>t]
be the renewal process of [M(k), 0k<]. We can rewrite (1.3) as
X(t)= :
1 jN(t)&1
Tj’j+(t&M(N(t)&1)) ’N(t) . (1.4)
The representation in (1.4) means that X(t) is a randomly stopped partial
sum process. As shown in Section 2, 1in Ti’ i&n+sK is essentially a
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martingale. Thus, applying a strong approximation theorem of Eberlein
(1986) and the general method for stopped partial sum in Cso rgo and
Horva th (1993), limit results for (1 ji Tj’j , M(i)), 1i<, will yield
approximations for X(t).
Following Mauldin et al. (1996), throughout this paper we assume that
(i) [Ti , 1i<] are independent and identically distributed posi-
tive random variables and [’i , 1i<] is a Markov sequence;
(ii) [Ti , 1i<] and [’i , 1i<] are independent.
Let s=u1+ } } } +uK and Q=(1K) 1iK u$i ui . As usual, u$ denotes
the transpose of vectors and &u& is the maximum norm. We can, and
indeed we will, assume throughout that all random variables and processes
are defined on the same probability space (cf. Section A.2 in [4]).
Our first result is the strong approximation theorem for X(t).
Theorem 1.1. Assume that +=ET1 , _2=Var(T1)<, and _2+
(1&2K)>0. If
E |T1 | 2+$< for some $>0, (1.5)
then without changing its distribution we can redefine [X(t), t0] on a new
probability space on which there exists a Gaussian process [1(t), 0i<] with
E1(t)=0 and E1$(t) 1(s)=(1+)(_2++2(1&2K))(Q&(1K2) s$s) min(t, s)
such that
"X(t)& tK s&1(t)"=o(t12&=) a.s.
as t   for some =>0.
The approximation in Theorem 1.1 shows that the sample paths of X(t)
are uniformly near the sample paths of a Gaussian process. It implies
immediately the weak convergence of n&12X(nt), 0t1, and the laws of
the iterated logarithm for X(t). We note that 1(t) is a Brownian motion in
Rd with covariance matrix (1+)(_2++2(1&2K))(Q&(1K2) s$s). We also
note that the assumption _2+(1&2K)>0 is equivalent to either _2>0 or
K3. It is surprising that one has a nontrival limiting distribution when
K3 even if _2=0.
If we are interested only in the weak convergence of X(t), (1.5) is not
needed. Let C d[0, 1] be the space of Rd-valued continuous function on
[0, 1] and www
Cd[0, 1]
denote the weak convergence in Cd[0, 1].
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Theorem 1.2. Assume that +=ET1 , _2=Var(T1)<, and _2+(1&2K)
>0. Then
n&12 \X(nt)&ntK s+ wwwC
d[0, 1]
1(t), (1.6)
where 1(t) is a Gaussian process with E1(t)=0 and E1$(t) 1(s)=
(1+)(_2++2(1&2K))(Q&(1K2) s$s) min(t, s).
Next we consider the reinforced random walk on the line when ET 21 =.
Let 0<:<2, :{1. Assume that T1 is in the domain of attraction of a
stable law with index :, that is,
P[T1>x]=x&:h(x) for x1, (1.7)
where h(x) is a slowly varying function at . Let [S (1): (t), 0t<] and
[S (2): (t), 0t<] be two independent, identically distributed completely
asymmetric stable processes with characteristic function (cf. Gikhman and
Skorokhod, 1969)
EeitS:
(1)(1)=EeitS:
(2)(1)=exp \&|t| : \1&i sign(t) tan \?:2 +++ .
Put
S:(t)=S (1): (t2)&S
(2)
: (t2), U:(t)=S
(1)
: (t2)+S
(2)
: (t2),
and define
U&1: (t)=inf [s: U:(s)>t], 0t<.
It is easy to see that [S:(t), 0t<] is a symmetric stable process with
EeitS:(1)=e&21&: |t|:.
Our next theorem shows that the limit of the reinforced random walk is a
stable process. Since stable processes do not have continuous sample paths,
we cannot have weak convergence in C[0, 1], but in D[0, 1], the space
of right-continuous functions with finite left-hand limits equipped with the
Skorokhod distance.
Theorem 1.3. Let d=1 and 0<:<2, :{1. Assume that (1.7) holds.
Then we have
1
n
X(nt) wwwD[0, 1] S:(U &1: (t)) if 0<:<1 (1.8)
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and
1
an
X(nt) wwwD[0, 1] S:(t+) if 1<:<2, (1.9)
where an satisfies
lim
n  
nh(an)a:n=1(2&:) |cos(?:2)|(:&1). (1.10)
A strong law of large numbers is also available for any d1.
Theorem 1.4. If ET p1 < for some 1p<2, then
t1&1p "X(t)t &
s
K" 0 a.s. as t  . (1.11)
If d=1, K=2 (the directions are left and right), and Ti ’s are exponential
random variables, then X(t) is the so-called uniform transportation pro-
cess. In this case the motion moves with constant speed and changes direc-
tion at the instants of a Poisson process. The weak convergence of the
uniform transportation process to a Brownian motion follows from the
results of Pinsky (1968), Watanabe (1968), and Griego et al. (1971).
Approximations for the uniform transportation process can be found in
Gorostiza and Griego (1980) and Cso rgo and Horva th (1988). Without
assuming the exponentiality of Ti , Mauldin et al. (1996) established (1.6)
in this special case. The reinforced random walk on the line does not
choose its direction randomly, it only reverses its direction. Hence the
methods in the papers on transportation processes and reinforced random
walks on the line cannot be used to study these processes in Rd. Our
method is based on limit theorems for Rd+1-valued martingales and
approximations for randomly stopped sums.
We remark that if u1=(1, 0, ..., 0), u2=(&1, 0, ..., 0), ..., u2d&1=
(0, ..., 0, 1) and u2d=(0, ..., 0, &1) are the possible directions, then s=0
and Q=(1d ) Id , where Id is the identity matrix in Rd. In this case the
coordinates of 1(t) are independent, identically distributed Brownian
motions with variance (1+d )(_2++2(1&1d )).
2. PROOFS
Let F0=_(<), Fi=_(Tj , ’j , 1 ji), and ’0=(1K) s. It follows from
(1.1) and (1.2) that ’1 , ’2 , ... have the same distribution. Therefore,
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E’ i=
1
K
s, E’$i’i=Q, (2.1)
E(’ i | Fi&1)=
1
K&1
(s&’ i&1), (2.2)
for i1, and
E(’$i ’i | Fi&1)=
1
K&1
[KQ&’$i&1’ i&1], (2.3)
E’$i’i&1=
1
K&1 \
s$s
K
&Q+ (2.4)
for all i2.
First we show that 1in Ti’ i , n=1, 2, ..., are essentially sums of mar-
tingale differences.
Lemma 2.1. If +=ET1<, then
:
1in
Ti’ i&
n+
K
s= :
1in
! i+
+
K
’n&
+
K2
s, (2.5)
where
!i=Ti’i&
+
K
’i&E \Ti’i& +K ’i | Fi&1+ .
Proof. By (2.2), we get
:
1in
’i= :
1in
(’i&E(’i | Fi&1))+
n
K&1
s
&
1
K&1
:
1in&1
’ i&
1
K(K&1)
s
and hence
:
1in
’i=
K&1
K
:
1in
(’ i&E(’i | Fi&1))+
n
K
s
+
1
K
’n&
1
K2
s. (2.6)
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Similarly, by (2.2) and (ii),
:
1in
Ti ’i= :
1in
(Ti’i&E(Ti’ i | Fi&1))++ :
1in
E(’ i | Fi&1)
= :
1in
(Ti’i&E(Ti’ i | Fi&1))
&
+
K&1
:
1in
’i+
n+
K&1
s+
+
K&1
’n&
+
K(K&1)
s.
Replacing 1in ’ i by the right-hand side of (2.6) yields (2.5). K
We need an approximation for [C(t), t0], where
#i=(!i , Ti&+), C(t)= :
1it
# i .
Let
D=\
_2Q++2 \1& 2K+\Q&
1
K 2
s$s+
_2
K
s
_2
K
s$
_2 + .
Lemma 2.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1, without changing its
distribution we can redefine [C(t), t0] on a new probability space on
which there exists a Gaussian process [Z(t), t0] with EZ(t)=0 and
EZ$(t) Z(s)=D min(t, s) such that
&C(t)&Z(t)&=o(t12&=) a.s. (2.7)
with some =>0.
Proof. It is easy to see that
!i=\Ti& +K+ ’i+
+
K
(’ i&1&s),
by (2.2) and (ii), and
E \Ti& +K+
2
=_2++2 \1& 1K+
2
.
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From (2.1)(2.4) we obtain
E(!$i !i)=_2Q++2 \1& 2K+\Q&
1
K2
s$s+ , E(!i (Ti&+))=_
2
K
s
for i2. Hence
E#$i #i=D for every i2.
Using (2.2) and (2.3), we have for i2
E(!$i!i | Fi&1)=&
1
K&1 \_2++2 \1&
1
K+
2
+ [’$i&1’ i&1&KQ]
&
+2
K2
(’i&1&s)$ (’i&1&s)
={& 1K&1 \_2++2 \1&
1
K+
2
+& +
2
K2= [’$i&1’ i&1&Q]
+
+2
K2 \’ i&1&
1
K
s+$ s+ +
2
K2
s$ \’i&1& 1K s+
+{_2++2 \1& 2K+= Q&\1&
2
K+
+2
K2
s$s
={& 1K&1 \_2++2 \1&
1
K+
2
+& +
2
K2= [’$i&1’ i&1&Q]
+
+2
K2 \’ i&1&
1
K
s+$ s+ +
2
K2
s$ \’i&1& 1K s+
+E(!$i !i) (2.8)
and
E(!i (Ti&+) | Fi&1)=
_2
K&1 \’ i&1&
1
K
s++E(! i (Ti&+)). (2.9)
Rewrite (2.2) and (2.3) as
E \’i& 1K s | Fi&1 +=&
1
K&1 \’i&1&
1
K
s+ (2.10)
and
E(’$i ’i&Q | Fi&1)=&
1
K&1
(’$i&1’ i&1&Q). (2.11)
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For any m1 and n1, by (2.8), (2.10), and (2.11),
:
m<im+n
[E(!$i!i | Fm)&E!$i !i]
={& 1K&1 \_2++2 \1&
1
K+
2
+& +
2
K2=
_ :
m<im+n \&
1
K&1+
i&1&m
(’$m’m&Q)
+
+2
K2
:
m<im+n \&
1
K&1+
i&1&m
{\’m& 1K s+
$
s+s$ \’m& 1K s+=
(2.12)
and by (2.9) and (2.10)
:
m<im+n
[E(!i (Ti&+) | Fm)&E(!i (Ti&+))]
=&
_2
K&1
:
m<im+n \&
1
K&1+
i&1&m
\’m& 1K s+ . (2.13)
Let
Sn(m)= :
m<im+n
#i .
Observing that
ES$n(m) Sn(m)=nD and E(S$n(m) Sn(m) | Fm)= :
m<im+n
E(#$i #i | Fm),
(2.12) and (2.13) imply that there is a constant C, such that
&E(S$n(m) Sn(m) | Fm)&ES$n(m) Sn(m)&C
for all m1 and n1. Now (2.7) follows from Theorem 1 of Eberlein
(1986). K
Let Cn(kn)=n&12C(k) and Cn(t) be defined by linear interpolation
between (k&1)n and kn.
Lemma 2.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.2,
Cn(t) wwww
Cd+1[0, 1]
Z(t),
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where [Z(t), 0t<] is a Gaussian process with EZ(t)=0 and EZ$(t) Z(s)
=D min(t, s).
Proof. Recalling the fact that convergence in probability implies the weak
convergence. It suffices to show that for any =>0 and ’>0, there exists a
Gaussian process [Z=, ’(t), t0] with EZ=, ’(t)=0 and EZ$=, ’(t) Z=, ’(s)=
D min(t, s) such that
P( sup
0tn
&C(t)&Z=, ’(t)&>3= - n)<3’. (2.14)
Let a>1 be a sufficiently large constant that will be specified later. Define
Ti, 1=Ti I[Tia] and Ti, 2=TiI[Ti>a].
Set
+1=ETi, 1 , +2=ETi, 2 , _21=Var(Ti, 1)
D1=\
_21 Q++
2
1 \1& 2K+\Q&
1
K2
s$s+
_21
K
s
_21
K
s$
_21 + ,
!i, l=Ti, l ’i&
+l
K
’ i&E \Ti, l’ i&+lK ’ i | Fi&1+ ,
#i, l=(!i, l , Ti, l&+l) and Cl (t)= :
1it
# i, l
for l=1, 2. Then
C(t)=C1(t)+C2(t).
Using Lemma 2.2, we can find a Gaussian process [Z1(t), 0t<] with
EZ1(t)=0 and EZ$1(t) Z1(s)=D1 min(t, s) such that
&C1(t)&Z1(t)&=o(t12&{) a.s.
for some {>0. In particular, we have
P( sup
0tn
&C(t)&Z1(t)&>= - n)<’
for every sufficiently large n.
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Since &D1&D&  0 as a  , we can choose a (K+1)_(K+1) matrix
A=A=, ’ such that
D=AD1A$ and &A&IK+1&<=’. (2.15)
Let Z=, ’(t)=AZ1(t). Then [Z=, ’(t), t0] is a Gaussian process with
EZ=, ’(t)=0 and EZ$=, ’(t) Z=, ’(s)=D min(t, s). By (2.15),
P( sup
0tn
&Z=, ’(t)&Z1(t)&>= - n)=P( sup
0tn
&(A&IK+1) Z1(t)&>= - n)
=P( sup
0t1
&(A&IK+1) Z1(t)&>=)
P \ sup0t1 &Z1(t)&>
=
&A&IK+1 &+
P \ sup0t1 &Z1(t)&>
1
’+
’,
provided that ’ is sufficiently small.
Note that [C2(t), t0] is a martingale. By the maximum inequality, we
have
P( sup
0tn
&C2(t)&>= - n)
8dET 21 I[T1>a]
=2
<’
provided that a is sufficiently large.
Putting the above inequalities together we get (2.14). K
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Condition (1.5) implies that Tk=o(k1(2+$)) a.s.
as k  , and the strong law of large numbers gives
N(t)
t

1
+
a.s.
as t  . Therefore Lemma 1.2 in [4, p. 25] gives that
|t&M(N(t)&1)| &’N(t)& max
iN(t)
Ti=o(T 1(2+$)) a.s.
as t  . Putting Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 together, we have the joint
approximation of 1in Ti’i&n+sK and 1in Ti&n+ with a Gaussian
process with values in Rd+1. Since X(t) is a randomly stopped sum,
Theorem 2.3 of Horva th (1986) (cf. also [4, Theorem 3.6, p. 85]) implies
the approximation in Theorem 1.1. K
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. Since ET 21 <, sup0tn |t&M(N(t)&1)|=
o(n12) a.s. Combining Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, we get the weak convergence
of (n&12 1int (Ti’i&+sK), n&12 1int (Ti&+), 0t1) to a
Gaussian process, which implies the weak convergence of randomly stopped
processes (cf. Theorem 3.2 in Section 2.3 of [4]. K
Proof of Theorem 1.3. When d=1, the random walk can go in only two
directions (either left or right). Therefore
’i=(&1) i&1 ’1 a.s. for 1i<.
We assume that ’1=1. It is easy to see that
:
12k+1N(t)&1
T2k+1& :
12kN(t)
T2k
X(t) :
12k+1N(t)
T2k+1& :
12kN(t)&1
T2k . (2.16)
We prove (1.9) first. Let 1<:<2 and an satisfy (1.10). Define
An(t)=
1
an
:
12k+1nt
(T2k+1&+)
and
Bn(t)=
1
an
:
12knt
(T2k&+).
Let D[0, T] be the space of right continuous functions on [0, T] with
finite left-hand limits. It follows from Gikhman and Skorokhod (1969,
p. 480) that
[An(t), Bn(t)] ww
D2[0, T]
[S (1): (t2), S
(2)
: (t2)] (2.17)
for any T>0. Also by the law of large numbers, we have
sup
0t1 }
N(nt)
n
&
t
+ } wP 0. (2.18)
Since S (1): and S
(2)
: do not have fixed discontinuities, (2.17) and
(2.18) imply the convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions of
[An(N(nt)n), An(N(nt)&1n), Bn(N(nt)n), Bn(N(nt)&1n)] to those of
[S (1): (t+), S
(1)
: (t+), S
(2)
: (t+), S
(2)
: (t+)]. Next we show that An*(t)=
An(N(nt)n) is tight. Let
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2 (T)c = sup
ctT&c
sup
t&ct$tt"t+c
[min[ |x(t($)&x(t)|, |x(t")&x(t)|]]
+ sup
0tc
|x(t)&x(0)|+ sup
T&ctT
|x(t)&x(T )|.
It suffices to show that for any =>0
lim
c a 0
lim sup
n  
P[2 (1)c (A*n)>=]=0. (2.19)
Put
Yn={|: sup0t1 }
N(nt)
n
&
t
+ }>a= .
We note that for all | # Yn ,
2 (1)c (A*n)2
(a+1+)
(c+a)+(An)
and by Gikhman and Skorokhod (1969, p. 480) we have
lim
c a 0
lim sup
n  
P[2 (T )c (An)>=]=0 (2.20)
for any =>0 and T>0. Now (2.19) follows by (2.18) and (2.20). Similar
arguments give that An(N(nt)&1n), Bn(N(nt)n), and Bn(N(nt)&1n) are
tight. This proves the weak convergence of X(nt)an , assuming that ’1=1.
If ’1=&1, we have the same weak limit, and therefore the proof of (1.9)
is complete. K
Next we prove (1.8). Assume that 0<:<1 and define
An(t)=
1
bn
:
12k+1nt
T2k+1 and Bn(t)=
1
bn
:
12knt
T2k ,
where bn satisfies limn   nb&:n h(bn)=1(1&:) cos(?:2). Let \T denote
the Skorokhod metric on D[0, T] (cf. Gikhman and Skorokhod, 1969,
p. 470). It follows from Theorem 2 of Gikhman and Skorokhod (1969,
p. 476) that there are stable processes [S (1):, n , S
(2)
:, n] such that
[S (1):, n , S
(2)
:, n ; 0t<] =
D [S (1): , S
(2)
: ; 0t<], (2.21)
lim sup
n  
P[\T (An(t), S (1):, n(t2))>=]=0, (2.22)
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and
lim sup
n  
P[\T (Bn(t), S (2):, n(t2))>=]=0 (2.23)
for all =>0 and T>0. Let
Cn(t)=An(t)+Bn(t)
and
U:, n(t)=S (1):, n(t2)+S
(2)
:, n(t2).
For any =>0 we define
Jn=[|: \T (U:, n(t), Cn(t))=2].
Let 4T=[*(t)] be the set of continuous, increasing functions on [0, T]
with *(0)=0 and *(T )=T. If | # Jn , then there is *n # 4T such that
sup
0tT
|Cn(t)&U:, n(*n(t))|= (2.24)
and
sup
0tT
|*n(t)&t|<=. (2.25)
Let C &1n and U
&1
:, n denote the inverses of Cn and U:, n and U:, n(t)=0, if
t<0. It follows from (2.24) and (2.25) that for all | # Jn and all
0tCn(T)
U &1:, n(t&=)&=C
&1
n (t)U
&1
:, n(t+=)+= (2.26)
Let *=(t)=t&=, if 2=tT&2=; *=(0)=0; *=(T )=T; and *=(t) be
defined by linear interpolations on [0, 2=] and [T&2=, T]. It is clear that
*=(t) # 4T ,
sup
0tT
|*=(t)&t|=,
and
sup
0tT
|U &1:, n(t&=)&U
&1
:, n(*=(t))|2U
&1
:, n(2=)+2(U
&1
:, n(T )&U
&1
:, n(T&2=)).
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Observing that
U &1:, n(2=) =
D
(2=)1: U &1: (1)
and
U&1:, n(T)&U
&1
:, n(T&2=) =
D
(2=)1: U &1: (1),
we immediately get
lim
= a 0
P[\T (U &1:, n(t&=), U
&1
:, n(t))>$]=0 (2.27)
for all n and $>0. Similar arguments yield
lim
= a 0
P[\T (U &1:, n(t+=), U
&1
:, n(t))>$]=0. (2.28)
Since
1
n
N(bnt)=C &1n (t),
it follows from (2.22), (2.23), and (2.26)(2.28) that
{An(t), Bn(t), 1n N(bnt)= wwwD
3[0, T]
[S (1): (t2), S
(2)
: (t2), U
&1
: (t)] (2.29)
for all T>0. Following the same arguments we used to derive (2.29) from
(2.22) and (2.23), one can deduce from (2.29) that
1
bn
X \1n N(bnt)+ wwwD[0, 1] S:(U &1: ). (2.30)
Hence (1.8) is established, assuming that ’1=1. Repeating our arguments
when ’1=&1, one can easily verify (2.30), which also completes the proof
of Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let +=ET1 . From the definition of N(t) it
follows that
M(N(t))>t and M(N(t)&1)<t. (2.31)
By the MarcinkiewiczZygmund strong law of large numbers (cf. p. 125
in [1]),
n1&1p \M(n)n &++ 0 a.s., (2.32)
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which together with (2.31) yields
t1&1p \N(t)t &
1
++ 0 a.s. (2.33)
as t  . Note that ETp1< implies that
Tn=o(n1p) a.s. (2.34)
and therefore by (2.31)(2.33) we have
|t&M(N(t)&1)|=o(t1p) a.s.
Hence by (1.4) and (2.5), it suffices to show that
&1in !i&
n1p
 0 a.s., (2.35)
where !i is defined in Lemma 2.1.
Let
T (1)i =TiI[Tii
1p] and T (2)i =TiI[Ti>i
1p].
Put
+ (l )i =ET
(l )
i , !
(l)
i =\T (l )i &+
(l )
i
K + ’i&E \\T (l )i &
+ (l)i
K + ’i | Fi&1+
for l=1, 2.
It is easy to see that
&1in !
(2)
i &
n1p

4 1in (T
(2)
i ++
(2)
i )
n1p
 0 a.s.
by (2.34).
Noting that ET p1 < implies
:
1i<
E &! (1)i &2
i2p
4 :
1i<
ET 21 I[T1i
1p]
i2p
=4 :
1i<
:
1 ji
ET 21 I[ j&1<T
p
1  j]
i2p
=4 :
1 j<
:
i j
ET 21 I[ j&1<T
p
1  j]
i2p
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8
2& p
:
1 j<
ET 21 I[ j&1<T
p
1  j]
j2p&1

8
2& p
:
1 j<
ET p1 I[ j&1<T
p
1  j]
=
8
2& p
ET p1 <,
we have
&1in !
(1)
i &
n1p
 0 a.s.
by the martingale convergence theorem (cf. [Hall and Heyde, 1980,
Theorem 2.16]). This proves (2.35). K
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